MIDLAND POLICE SERVICE
EMERGENCY: 911
NON-EMERGENCY: (705) 526-2201
FAX: (705) 526-2506
ADMINISTRATION: (705) 527-6633
ADMIN FAX: (705) 528-6035

BOX 86, 250 SECOND STREET
MIDLAND, ONTARIO
L4R 4K6

ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO
Michael C. Osborne
CHIEF OF POLICE

May 01, 2017

Minister Marie-France Lalonde
Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services
18th Floor, George Drew Building.
Toronto, Ontario, M7A 1Y6
Dear Minister Lalonde:
The Midland Police Service and Police Services Board recently
received a pseudo bill from the Ontario Provincial Police
(attached). The letter indicated that the OPP provided 2900 hours
of assistance to the Town of Midland but offered no supporting
details. However, it is my belief that the hours are in relation to
provincial resources provided to the Town of Midland including dive
teams, tactical units and investigative support.
Since we are in a “costing” process with the OPP, the question has
been raised as to whether the Ministry intends to charge a user fee
for specialty services.
I strongly oppose the imposition of user fees. It is my opinion that
user fees have the potential to reduce the safety and security of
Ontarian’s and I look to you to clarify whether the Ministry intends
to bill communities on a user basis as this bill might suggest.
The current system of providing seldom used but vital
resources such as helicopters or dive teams on a Provincial
basis is cost effective. Providing these services Provincially
and not on a user basis as this bill suggests, ensures every
community receives excellent response with no community
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being financially devastated should a major incident occur in
their municipality.
I ask whether a similar letter was sent to municipalities where the
OPP provides front-line policing. If a user fee is imposed, it is my
belief that all communities will need to pay extra for these
provincial resources, and they should be advised of their usage.
It is further concerning that this could lead to a very labour
intensive back-and-forth billing between police services for
investigations at all levels, and impact the cooperation and
remarkable relationships our police services have developed.
Lastly, I am concerned that our community could be billed for
something that is already paid by Provincial Tax dollars. The
Provincial side of the OPP is 684 Million. With 13.6 million people
in Ontario, every Ontarian is already paying $50.29 for provincial
resources of the OPP. In the small community of Midland, a per
capita calculation indicates we are already paying $833,000.00. I
would suggest that if the OPP is able to bill Midland for Provincial
resources already paid by Provincial tax dollars, then this would
permit the town of Midland to bill the OPP for their share of Court
Security that is only partially funded by Provincial taxes.
Thank you for your assistance in clarifying your Ministry’s position.
Sincerely,

Chief Mike Osborne
cc.

Midland Police Services Board
Deputy Minister Matthew Torigian
Commissioner Vince Hawkes
Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police

